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Meet the "Mature" students for a Democratic Society (MDS)
Roots and branches of the fully grown tree. In my opinion as to the roots of the SDS founders they are mostly
the children of Communists and Socialists or where brain washed by Communist and Socialist professors at
their colleges. Their roots are important to research, but more important, is to research what they did after SDS
(and its violent off shoot the Weather Underground) disappeared from the public radar screens. Where did they
go? What jobs did they take? Who were in their networks of family, friends, and associates from the "root" days
up until now. And what are they doing now? What jobs do they hold now? Who is in their network of friends
and associates now? How many are in the new group, Movement for a Democratic Society (MDS) or as I
describe them, the Mature (students) for a Democratic Society (MDS). How many of the original SDS cell
founders and members such as the Ayers family and Jeff Jones are now founders and members of the new MDS
organization. See the SDS chart below my signature line and scan the names and see if you recognize any. Post
them here and pass them on to Glenn Beck and others on the trail.
Glenn Beck's "Tree of Revolution" on his TV show the other day showed us just some of it. There is more,
much more to showing all the "fruits" and "nuts" on the current "tree" that sprang from the SDS roots. So we all
should take a look at every name in that chart and see if we recognize any and post what path they chose after
the SDS went to ground and what they are doing now and to they have any connections to the Obama family
and friends and associates, our government, and/or the Chicago mafia crew of today.
M Publius Goat
http://countryfirst.bravehost.com/phpBB3/viewforum.php?f=105
See SDS organization chart on next page.

SDS Organization Chart. How many are now in MDS or other modern Social Justice groups?
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"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of liberalism they
will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program, until one day America will be a Socialist nation
without knowing how it happened." Norman Thomas
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